
                                                 

At the end of a row of buildings in a cobble stoned courtyard off of Sloane Square, you will find 
venturethree. A leading brand strategist with clients who include Sky, King and Penguin Random 
House.  
 
The front glass doors bring you into a main atrium which has beautifully curved high ceilings. The 
décor is sympathetic to the buildings original features. Exposed brick work, cased cables and raised 
sockets have not deterred from the origins of the building, but have been gently added to with 
modern day technology. Oak white washed floors are fitted throughout the building and up the 
stairs to the first floor, laid to the diagonal a simple floor creates a contemporary and modern feel. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The IT manager at venturethree, Tom Welch, said that they were looking to install their sound 
system first and foremost and they contacted Bose who put them in touch with leading system 
integrator AT& C Professional Systems Ltd (AT&C) 
 



 
venturethree’s brief to AT&C was to create meeting rooms that would allow simple integration 
between the systems they were currently using including Sky TV, PolyCom Video Conference, laptop 
connectivity and audio conferencing and make it simple to control and use. 
 

 
 
 

 



 
In the two adjacent first floor meeting rooms you will find 55” Samsung built in to the wall along 
with B & W Panorama soundbar. This is a perfect solution due to being low profile and it fits 
discreetly into most systems to bring you rich, quality sound. The AMX processor is ideal for single 
room environment supporting modern networking standards. Each wall also has a custom AV plate 
for USB/HDMI/VGA & PC Audio input plate allowing additional use of other systems. The fully seated 
meeting room also benefits from Video Conferencing facilities. 
 
An iPad mini in each meeting room has been custom programmed to venturethree’s requirements. 
It has a simplified the transition between the key systems they use and allows seamless transition 
from one media source to another 
 

 
 
Bose DS40SE surface mount speakers are positioned throughout the atrium, ground and first floor 
offices. They are a versatile, high performance full range speaker designed for foreground and 
background music. Installed is a Sonos connect that allows venturethree to play all the music they 
want throughout the building controlled from iPad’s in 3 main areas. 
 
Tom said, the service he received from AT& C was superb ‘we left them to their own devices and the 
job was done.’ – Quite literally! 

 
 


